Master Thesis:

Automized commissioning and functioning tests for building automation systems

Vendors often advertise the advantages of building automation systems e.g. they can enhance efficiency and comfort. However, a study revealed that often the claimed efficiency is not achieved or even the function not guaranteed, which is mostly by rudimentary commissioning tests or differing operation conditions. Automized commissioning and functioning tests can check the functionality any time and hence validate the implementation of the automation system and provide necessary procedures in case of discrepancies.

Scope of work:

In this thesis, you will define commissioning and functioning test that allow for a validation of the original planning and checking of the declared functions. Furthermore these tests should enable testing of cause-effect relationships, so faulty components can automatically be detected. You will further implement the defined routines in controller code. Last but not least you will run the routines in a real automation system and discuss the results.
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